Host norm says:
Tonight on ACTD: U.S.S. Huron. "Survival of the Species"

Host norm says:
**********Begin Game**********

Host COBraun says:
:: in ready room going over paperwork and signing reports ::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::exiting his quarters and proceeding to the TL::

FCO-Mara says:
::set up patrol patterns::

CMO-Khora says:
::presses the bell for the Captain's ready-room::

TO_Jackson says:
::on bridge at tactical running routine scans of system::

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Enter...

CMO-Khora says:
::enters holding a padd::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Good day, Captain.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Taps badge:: *TO-Jackson*: Are you ready for some combat training today?

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Doctor...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: I have prepared the psycological reports you requested.

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Please have a seat...

CMO-Khora says:
CO: I have yet to complete all medical examinations.

TO_Jackson says:
::Taps badge:: *CTO*: Aye sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::nods and sits opposite the CO::

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::makes a list things needed for the warp engine::

Host COBraun says:
:: looks at the PADD that the CMO has presented ::  CMO:  Anything of note...?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Arrives at the bridge via TL and exits:: TO-Jackson: Good.  Run simulation 4.  Ok.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
 All: Status reports please.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Most profiles seems normal. Captain.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: All except one.

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  What are the strengths of our crew...?

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
CTO: Warp engines as well as is the rest of engineering.

Host COBraun says:
:: starts :: CMO:  An exception...?

CMO-Khora says:
::nods::

TO_Jackson says:
::looks slightly startled hearing the CTO's voice on the bridge and not through the comm:: CTO: Scans of system only show some LRS readings, nothing hostile.  Fermat and Dyson at their assigned positions

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::heads to engineering::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: It seems your stress levels have been raised as of late.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CEO_JTal_McAndrews: Thank you.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Ok.  Good keep an sharp on on the Gorn border.  We don't want any suprises jumping at us.

Host COBraun says:
:: shakes his head impatiently and smiles :: CMO:  Doctor, I appreciate your concern, but it is all part of being a Captain, I assure you...

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Aye, sir.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::enters engineering and starts to check the warp engine::

Host norm says:
ACTION: The Huron silently moves through the blackness of space.

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Helm functioning.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Very well, then, Captain.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Moves towards Tactical station:: TO-Jackson: So are we ready for this simulation?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Nods to the FCO:: FCO-Mara: Thank you.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: But rest assured, I shall relieve you of duty, should the need arise.

TO_Jackson says:
::looks up at CTO from her scans::  CTO: Yes sir, ready.

CMO-Khora says:
::speaks quietly::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Ok.  Begin when ready.

Host COBraun says:
:: nods emphatically :: CMO:  And I trust that you will Doctor... should that need ever arise...

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Captain.....

TO_Jackson says:
::enters the commands into the computer to begin Simulation-4::

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Doctor what are the strengths of our crew...?

CMO-Khora says:
::pauses hesitantly::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Looks over the LRS and SRS scans::

TO_Jackson says:
CTO:: Sir, the Fermat has slightly deviated closer to the barrier.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: We seem to be working efficiently as a team. The newer members have integrated themselves well.....

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Noted.  Please keep an eye on them.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Morale is high.

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Yes sir.

FCO-Mara says:
::Finish set up partrol patterns in helm::

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Any weaknesses...?  I know most of our crew are fresh from the Academy...

TO_Jackson says:
::keeps sensors closely knit on the two ships::

CMO-Khora says:
::nods::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Steps away from Tatical Station and moves towards the Sience station to continue scans of the barrier::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: They seem a little apprehensive at being so far from port.....

CMO-Khora says:
CO: ... but most are eager to serve under you, no matter how far or long they are gone.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::runs scans on the Barrier for any unusal actives::

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Sir, the Fermat has gone to full impulse...towards the barrier.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Hail them!

Host norm says:
ACTION: The barrier registers on LRS as a swirl of EM radiation.

TO_Jackson says:
::Opens Communications and hails the Fermat::

Host COBraun says:
:: nods :: CMO:  Thank you for your report Doctor...

CMO-Khora says:
::stands::

Host norm says:
ACTION: The Com is not returned.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CO Braun*: The Fermat has move towards the barrier at full impulse, sir.

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: They aren't responding to hails, sir.

TO_Jackson says:
::Tracks the Fermat and her course::

Host COBraun says:
*CTO* Acknowledged...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CO-Braun*: And they are not responding to our hails.

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Sir!  She's speading to Warp 7.

Host COBraun says:
:: moves the leave the ready room and enter the bridge ::

CMO-Khora says:
::exits ready room::

Host COBraun says:
:: enters bridge ::

CMO-Khora says:
::enters bridge behind CO::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO_Jackson: Hail the other ship.

TO_Jackson says:
::hails the Dyson::

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Hail the Dyson... see if she knows what they are up to...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Moves back to tactical station::

Host norm says:
COM:All Vessels: This is S.S. Fermat. We are experiencing an engine malfunction. Request assistance immediately.

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  Go!

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye, sir.

TO_Jackson says:
::sends sense coordinates to FCO::

Host COBraun says:
:: settles in the chair ::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Keeps an eye on the ship with scanners::

CMO-Khora says:
::moves to take CSO position::

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Are the Gorn doing anything...?

FCO-Mara says:
CO: 20 Minutes away.

TO_Jackson says:
::Continues tracking the Ship::

Host norm says:
COM:All Vessels: Request assistance....Oh my, God! What are you doing....::signal cuts out.

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  Thank you, Miss Hewitt..

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: Nothing now, sir.

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  Miss Hewitt, make the best speed...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Bruan: I still have them on long range sensors.

FCO-Mara says:
~~~~TO: Thank you,  Lori.~~~~

Host norm says:
ACTION: Sensor readings become chaotic as the Fermat streaks into and out of the barrier.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Aye sir.....warp 9.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Continues to moniter the Fermat::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Rasies shields:: CO-Braun: Sheilds up.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Mr. Jones, do you or Miss Jackson have any science experience...?

CMO-Khora says:
::monitors science station 1::

TO_Jackson says:
::Realigns the sensors to keep with the Fermat::

TO_Jackson says:
CO: I took some science classes at the academy sir

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: The ship is losing warp containment sir.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Mr. Jones, we don't know that this is an attack or threat to the ship of any sort...

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::heads towards bridge::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Eta in five mintues sir.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: No sir.

Host COBraun says:
BridgeCrew:  Belay that, the good Doctor has manned the science station...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Turns off the simulation that was running::

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Doctor, I need to know what we are getting into... any information would be helpful...

CMO-Khora says:
CO::Sir, I am reading enormous energy outputs from the barrier...

Host norm says:
ACTION: The Fermat explodes into a fireball.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Sends all sensor reading to the Science station::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: It's like nothing I've ever seen, going into all ranges of the EM band.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::enters bridge::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: She's gone.

TO_Jackson says:
::looks at the CTO, going slightly pale, as the Tactical sensors report the ship destroyed::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at CO::

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Any signs of lifeboats...?

Host norm says:
ACTION: Huron approaches the Fermat's last position. A glowing,weaving band of color waves in the distance.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: Scanning now.  ::Begins scanning for life boats::

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::notices that the ship has blown up::

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  All stop...

CMO-Khora says:
::scans for anomolies::

FCO-Mara says:
CO: All stop.  Aye, sir.

TO_Jackson says:
::Moves over a bit to Tactical 2 and resumes scans on the Dyson and Gorn Border::

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  Maintain a safe distance... I don't want us to share the Fermat's fate...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: I got 1 life boat,  badly damaged.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Locks on it with transporter and beams it to shuttle bay 1::

TO_Jackson says:
CO: The Dyson has held her position, no activity along the border.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Maintain safe distance from the Fermat's position.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Captain, the barrier is still showing extremely high readings of EM surges.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: I've locked on to it with transporters and beaming it to shuttle bay 1, sir.

Host norm says:
ACTION: The small life boat materializes in shuttle bay one.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: There's a slight pull towards the barrier.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Turns toward the Doctor:: CMO-Khora: They are in shuttle bay 1.

CMO-Khora says:
CO: Aye, captain.

CMO-Khora says:
::enters TL::

CMO-Khora says:
TL: Shuttle bay 1.

Host COBraun says:
CMO:  Starfleet has a history of crossing this barrier... usually with dire results... consult the database... see what we need to do to cross then consult with Mr Mc Andrews...

Host norm says:
<Crewman>*CMO*: Medical emergency. We've got two badly injured people down here!

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Scans the debris field::

CMO-Khora says:
*Crewman*: On my way.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Did you happen to hear what I told the CMO...?

CMO-Khora says:
*Nurse Kim*: Kim, meet me in shuttlebay 1, and bring a medi-pack with you.

TO_Jackson says:
::Scans the nearby system for anything out of the ordinary::

CMO-Khora says:
<Nurse Kim>*CMO*: Yes, doctor.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: There's a slight pull towards the barrier.

CMO-Khora says:
::exits TL and proceeds to shuttle bay 1::

Host norm says:
ACTION:Crewmen attend the injured men.

Host norm says:
<Crewman>::sees CMO::CMO: They're bad, sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::begins inspecting the crewman::

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  How big is that pull...?

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman: What happened?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: There are parts of the computer core out there among other debris.  Do you want me to bring it in?

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Gather all usuable degree and initiate the usual safety protocols...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: Yes sir.

CMO-Khora says:
::sees one is in a comatose state, the worst injured::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Looks like we got our hands full.  Begin scanning the debris field and bring in all relevant parts to shuttle bay 2.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Open a channel to the Dyson...

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Aye sir.
Host norm says:
ACTION:The badly burned man startles up and reaches for the Doctor.

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman:: You'll be alright, we're taking you to sickbay....

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Opens a Com channel to the Dyson:: CO-Bruan: Yes sir.  Com open.

TO_Jackson says:
::Moves to Science to give CTO more flexibility with the TAC sensors, and begins scanning the debris::

Host norm says:
<Man>CMO:::wildly:Stop......stop....not....

FCO-Mara says:
CO: We are being slightly pulled into the barrier just enough to be noticable.

Host COBraun says:
COM: Dyson:  USS Dyson, this is Captain Braun of the Huron... what is your status...?

Host norm says:
<KIM>CMO: Doctor, he's going into shick.

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman: What is it? Calm down, and tell me.

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Initiate emergency transport to sickbay

Host norm says:
::swallows::<Man>CMO: No .....accident.  Experiment gone::begins to seize up.

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Two to beam.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: I would advise that we move off the barrier by about 2000 kilometers to avoid being pulled in.

TO_Jackson says:
::Stars transporting any notable debry to the bay::

Host COBraun says:
FCO:  Back us away, Miss Hewitt...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CEO-JTal*: We got a job for you in shuttle bay 2. 

Host norm says:
ACTION: The med team materializes in Sickbay.

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Backing off about 2000 kilometers away.

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Help me get this man to a bio-bed.

TO_Jackson says:
~~~~FCO: Maybe a phaser set to stun will get his attention better next time, Mara?~~~~

Host norm says:
ACTION: The med boards show one man to be in a deep coma. The other still tries to speak.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
CTO:What is it.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
TO-Jackson: Once we have all the debris in to the shuttle bay.  Please help the CEO on determining the cause of the accident.

CMO-Khora says:
::stabalises the comatose man, and turns to the one in shock, bringing the trolley with him::

Host norm says:
<Man>CMO: It was......::goes into cardiac arrest.

TO_Jackson says:
CTO: Yes Sir.
FCO-Mara says:
~~~~TO: I don't think that will get his attention but good idea.~~~~~

CMO-Khora says:
::begins CPR::

TO_Jackson says:
::grins over her shoulder at the FCO::

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: 20 mls of trioxaline!

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CEO-JTal*: The Fermat debris is in shuttle bay 2.  I need for you and the TO to find the cause of the explosion.

FCO-Mara says:
::smiles back::

Host COBraun says:
BridgeCrew:  Apparently the Dyson isn't going to respond...

Host norm says:
ACTION: The Doctor's heroic measures fail. He cannot be revived.

TO_Jackson says:
::Finishes transporting any final debris to the bBay::

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Nurse Kim::

TO_Jackson says:
::Enters TL, holding it for the CEO::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: Shall I beam over to the Dyson?

CMO-Khora says:
Nurse Kim: Enter time of death in the logs, please Nurse.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::follows TO Jackson::TO:Thank you.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  No, that won't be necessary yet...

TO_Jackson says:
::smiles and nods:: Computer:  Cargo Bay 2

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Sir, one is in a comatose state.... I have just lost the other crewman.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Braun: Yes sir.  I'll contiune to try hailing them.

TO_Jackson says:
CEO: Sad thing...all those people

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Contiues to hail the Dyson::

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Sir...... one of them spoke of some sort of experiment, seemingly one that went wrong.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:I hope we can at least know what happened to them.

Host norm says:
COM:Huron: Huron, this is S.S. Dyson. We've been unable to respond due to an experiment we were conducting.  Did you find any survivors?

Host COBraun says:
*CMO* Doctor...?  How are the crewmen...?

TO_Jackson says:
::nods and exits the TL as the doors open and heads for the bay::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
CO-Bruan: I got the Dyson.  ::Puts it on Screen::

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::walks out with TO Jackson::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: The one who... who we just lost, spoke of an experiment. He was saying to stop it, but I'm not sure what he spoke of. Is the Dyson showing erratic behaviour?

TO_Jackson says:
::Enters the bay and looks around at all the burnt and seemingly useless debry::

Host COBraun says:
COM: Dyson: We have found survivors... they currently being treated by our medical staff...

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:What a mess.

TO_Jackson says:
CEO: No kidding, might as well get started.  ::opens a near by supply closet and takes out a tricorder and begins to scan the debris::

Host norm says:
COM:Huron:Thank God.  We've notified Starfleet Command of the situation.

Host COBraun says:
*CMO* Thank you, Doctor... I will share the information with the Dyson...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Goes back to scanning the sector for Gorn activity::
CMO-Khora says:
::moves to other crewman, whom, miraculously, has stabilized, thanks to the valiant efforts of Dr. Khora::

CMO-Khora says:
::takes a hypospray from one of the many trolleys around sickbay::

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Dyson:  Captain, I am afraid that the crewmember was lost... his last words were to "stop the experiment."

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::finds a memory circuit intact::TO:Miss Jackson this memory circuit is intact.

TO_Jackson says:
::Moves some smaller pieces away, moving to large pieces, scanning them for any idea of what they might have been::

TO_Jackson says:
::walks over to the CEO, still scanning the pieces she passes::

CMO-Khora says:
::tries to 'wake up' the other crewman::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*TO-Jackson*: Have you found anything?

Host norm says:
ACTION: Incoming message from Starbase 71. Secured channel, Captain's eyes only.

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Dyson:  Captain, I know the experiments you are performing here are in the highest importance to Starfleet but given today...

TO_Jackson says:
CEO: Can we access it?

Host COBraun says:
's events should you perhaps postpone...?

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:Yes.

TO_Jackson says:
*CTO*: Still looking sir, we've found a Memory Circuit intact, but have yet to access it

FCO-Mara says:
CO: Incoming message from Starbase 71 Captain eyes only.

Host COBraun says:
CTO:  Send the message to my ready room...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Notices the incoming message:: CO-Braun: Incoming message from StarBase 71 its for your eyes only secure link.

Host COBraun says:
:: leave bridge and goes to ready room ::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Sends the incoming call to the captains ready room::

TO_Jackson says:
::Hands her tricorder to the CEO:: CEO: You'd better do it, I don't want to break it or something  ::smiles::

Host norm says:
ACTION: The com panel turns on with the Starfleet Logo.

CMO-Khora says:
::fails to 'wake up' the other crewman::

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*TO-Jackson*: Ok.  When you can get any data out of it let me know as soon as possible.

Host COBraun says:
:: taps access code on the panel ::

TO_Jackson says:
*CTO*: Aye sir

Host reeves says:
ACTION: The man in sickbay begins to stir.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:Takes tricorder and inserts the memory circuit::TO:Thank you.

Host reeves says:
ACTION: Commodore Reeves' face fills the screen. He looks serious.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
FCO-Mara: Back us off from the Barrier to a safe distance.

CMO-Khora says:
::scans the man with medical tri-corder, noticing an anomoly in his DNA::

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Commodore:  Commodore Reeves... how can I be of service...?

CMO-Khora says:
::looks into crewman's eyes::

FCO-Mara says:
CTO: Backing away from barrier to safer distance.

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman: Crewman, can you hear me?

TO_Jackson says:
:: Moves to the supply closet getting out another tricorder, and continues scanning the pieces near the CEO, waiting to hear what he finds::

Host reeves says:
COM:Braun: Captain, we have a situation.  Undoubtedly, you are aware of the psychoactive effects the barrier has on the human mind.

Host reeves says:
Action: The man groans slightly.

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Commodore:  I reviewed the database... I noted the events that have happened previously...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Looks around at the bridge crew::

Host reeves says:
COM: Braun: Then you realize the gravity of the situation.

CMO-Khora says:
::administers sedative to ease any pain::

Host reeves says:
COM: Braun: The barrier is off limits for transport and direct contact under Starfleet protocols.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::still scanning memory circuit::

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Commodore:  Yes, sir, I am currently keeping my ship and crew safely away from the barrier...

TO_Jackson says:
::Moves some smaller pieces of bulkhead and burnt computer coils, moving to some larger pieces, scanning them::

Host reeves says:
ACTION: The man stirs again.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::sets up a com link to listening post 36 to access data from the Gorn space::

CMO-Khora says:
Crewman: Crewman.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:Miss Jackson I found fragments of the helm orders for the last 12 hours.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Starts to retrive data from the listening post::

TO_Jackson says:
CEO: Really?  I'll let Lt. James know.

Host reeves says:
COM:Braun: If you have survivors from the Fermat, they must be kept under strict quarantine. Report to me immediately if any of the survivors exhibt enhanced telekinetic abilities.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::is reading the data coming in::

TO_Jackson says:
::Taps badge::*CTO*Jackson to Lt. James.

CMO-Khora says:
::administers a shot of adrenaline, to wake him up::

Host COBraun says:
COM:  Commodore:  Aye sir...

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*TO-Jackson*: Yes go head.

CMO-Khora says:
::scans with tricorder::

TO_Jackson says:
*CTO*: Sir, the CEO has successfully accessed the memory circuit and apparently, it has the last 12 hours of helm orders

CMO-Khora says:
::notices the damaged cells in his body are healing extremely quickly::

Host COBraun says:
*CMO* Doctor, how many survivors were there...?

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*TO-Jackson*: Good.  Bring it to the bridge quickly the CO would like to see that.

TO_Jackson says:
*CTO* Aye sir.

TO_Jackson says:
CEO: Well, better get going back up

Host reeves says:
COM:Braun:::leans forward::If the situation gets out of control, you are authorized to implement autodestruct of the Huron.

TO_Jackson says:
::Puts her Tricorder back in the supply closet::

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
TO:Lets go.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::walks out the bay::

CMO-Khora says:
CO: I have just managed to revive one, Sir.......

CTO-LTjr-James says:
*CO-Braun*: The CEO and TO found some data on the Fermat.

TO_Jackson says:
::Enters the command next to the closet for the computer to upload the data::

Host reeves says:
ACTION: The man moves and rubs his head. His eyes are closed.

TO_Jackson says:
::Nods to the CEO and leaves the Bay with him heading for the TL::

Host COBraun says:
*CMO* Intiate quaratine seal immediately...

CMO-Khora says:
::pauses::

Host reeves says:
<Man2>::whispers: Oh, my head is killing me.

Host COBraun says:
:: frowns :: COM: Commodore:  Aye, sir...

CMO-Khora says:
*CO* Captain?

TO_Jackson says:
::Enters TL with CEO:: Computer: Bridge.

CMO-Khora says:
::looks at Man2::

Host reeves says:
COM:Braun: Good luck Captain. We are depending on you. Reeves out.

Host COBraun says:
*CMO* Yes, and try to keep the survivor sedated...

CMO-Khora says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.

Host reeves says:
<Man2>My head hurts, but I've never felt better.::his eyes open.

TO_Jackson says:
::Enters Bridge with CEO::

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Computer, initiate quarantine around biobed 1 and seal off with a forcefield.

CEO_JTal_McAndrews says:
::enters the bridge::

CMO-Khora says:
Computer: Authorisation Khora Beta 3521.

CTO-LTjr-James says:
::Looks toward the TL:: TO-Jackson: Let see what you have.

Host COBraun says:
:: looking at the Starfleet logo, Braun pulls up a classified data file on the galatic barrier ::

Host reeves says:
ACTION: The patient slowly looks up to view the Doctor with his beautiful, silver eyes.  He smiles knowingly.

TO_Jackson says:
::Motions to the CEO:: the CEO has it sir

Host reeves says:
**********pause game**********

Host reeves says:
**********pause game**********



